Copperplate Calligraphy
*Online Course*

**Instructors:** Elizabeth White-Pultz

These supplies are available online at John Neal booksellers [https://www.johnnealbooks.com/](https://www.johnnealbooks.com/), Paper and Ink Arts, [https://www.paperinkarts.com/](https://www.paperinkarts.com/) or at Amazon or Blick [https://www.dickblick.com](https://www.dickblick.com)

**Note:** If you are unable to get all the supplies, markers and plain paper will work fine too!

**Supply list:**
- 9x12 or 11x14 pad white bond paper. Strathmore Layout Bond is good all-purpose
  - If unavailable, 8.5x11 paper will work too!
- Ruler: “C-thru” plastic 18” ruler, or 18-inch T square, plastic or aluminum
- Pencils
- Magic markers (fine line, brush markers, felt tip)
- Black ink (i.e. Higgins Eterna or India ink)
- Small kitchen sponge
- Optional, but helpful: Small drawing board or foam core (same size as your paper or larger)
